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Abstract: OSCADY PRO, the new signal-timing program developed by Transport and Road Research

Laboratory (TRL), Wokingham, UK in 2006 for isolated, traffic signal controlled junctions has been

evaluated using four signalised isolated junctions in Southampton, UK as case studies. Comparison of the

signal timings obtained using the program with the existing site timings calculated with LINSIG and those

obtained using the OSCADY CLASSIC program suggests superiority in terms of the objective-led

optimisation method and automatic stage and stage sequence generation. However, some limitations such

as in the manual input of phase delays and analysis of blocked right turners exist and need to be addressed

in the next version of the program. Furthermore, additional features such, as capability for links and small

network are needed for the program to have a substantial market share of the software tool for calculating

signal timings at isolated junctions in the UK.
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INTRODUCTION

The control of traffic at highway junctions using

signals enables the traffic engineer the chance to

combine geometrical changes with time-varying control

taking account of differing traffic demands over a day,

week or year. For instance, the absence of signals at

some junctions would result in the domination by the

major flow, making entries from the minor road

impossible or very dangerous. At other sites the minor

road might interfere with the flow of major road traffic

to such an extent that excessive congestion would

occur. However, allowing each movement separately

will remove all conflicts but will result in high delays

to traffic, and non-effective utilization of the junction

capacity. Consequently, vehicle fuel consumption and

emissions is increased, which result in adverse impact

on the economy and the environment, especially in the

metropolitan areas . Historically, the first traffic signal[1]

installed in Great Britain appeared to be erected in

Westminster in 1868. It was lightened up by town gas

and unfortunately was demolished by an explosion .[2]

Since then, there has been a marked increase in the

traffic signal programs used to control highway traffic

at junctions. This is owing to the ability to program

modern signal controllers to safely handle multiple tasks

that minimizes delay and increases junction capacity

with the minimum environmental impact . However,[3]

many of these programs are not well documented and

it is often difficult for the traffic engineers to choose

the most appropriate tool from a market that has several

brands of choice. An evaluation of any new program

will enable any future users to make a quick prudent

choice of its suitability to the desired overall traffic

objective.

In the UK, the fixed-time signal control programs

and vehicle-actuated (VA) operations are commonly

used for controlling traffic at isolated junctions. Despite

the significant advantages of using Microprocessor

Optimised Vehicle Activation (MOVA), developed by

TRL  and current microsimulation techniques , the[4 ,5] [3]

use of fixed-time signal control programs for junction

analysis are still prevalent. This may be due to the

ability to import them into network programs, when

upgrading the traffic network of a particular corridor or

its use for VA systems. The main signal timing

programs used in the UK for isolated junction analysis

are OSCADY ((Optimised Signal Capacity And DelaY)

CLASSIC, LINSIG and SIGSIGN. Of these, OSCADY

CLASSIC  is an associate companion program to[6]

PICADY  and ARCADY , which model roundabouts[7] [8]

and priority intersections respectively. They form the

suite of traffic programs developed by TRL. The

OSCADY CLASSIC uses high-definition time-

dependent queuing theory for the prediction of queues

and delays using signal optimisation routines. However,

it utilises optimisation of stages in signal timings. The

latest version of OSCADY, called “OSCADY PRO”

(Optimised Signal Capacity And DelaY: Phase-based

Rapid Optimisation) was developed, taking into account
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the shortcomings of OSCADY CLASSIC in comparison

to the rival signal timing-programs in the UK.

LINSIG is a phase-based computer program, which

uses traffic links, defined as movements of traffic either

from a single lane or a combination of lanes similar to

the grouping of traffic lanes . It was developed to aid[9 ]

the design and specification of traffic signal installations

and enable an assessment of traffic performance. It

models the junction controllers very well, providing a

computerised method of checking many items when

specifying microprocessor controllers. The traffic links

are related to traffic phases, which are grouped into

stages, having the same definition as in the signal

controller specification. By doing this, the model

exactly reproduces the exact stage sequencing,

minimum constraints and intergreens. LINSIG also have

the facilities for (a) optimisation of reserve capacity for

a given cycle time and (b) optimisation of cycle time

for a given reserve capacity. LINSIG version 2 includes

a new traffic model based on cyclic flow profiles that

allows modelling of coordination of adjacent junctions,

hence allowing small networks to be modelled. It is

also has an improved right-turn model allowing easier

modelling of a number of blocked right turn scenarios

.[10]

SIGSIGN provides signal settings, which are

optimal for (i) critical cycle time, (ii) maximum

practical capacity and (iii) minimum total junction

delay. Even though the calculations are based on fixed-

time analysis, the optimisations settings for (i) and (ii)

are reportedly applicable to both fixed-time and vehicle-

actuated operation in isolated or in a linked junction

system. However, the optimisation setting for (iii)

applies only to isolated junctions . The calculated[11]

green times provide either settings for fixed-time

operations or maxima for vehicle-actuated operation.

Both LINSIG, SIGSIGN allow full use of existing

phase-based microprocessor controllers.

In contrast to OSCADY CLASSIC, which utilised

optimisation of stages in signal timings, OSCADY PRO

is phase-based. In phase-based control, the phase-to-

phase intergreens can be set without having to be

grouped into stages. So at each stage change, instead of

all the phase greens starting and ending simultaneously,

the starts and ends can be staggered having regard to

the intergreen time required between conflicting phases.

The intergreen time between conflicting phases is

determined by the largest clearance time required

between conflicting traffic streams allocated to the

respective phases. Setting the phase intergreens directly

allows a greater degree of flexibility than setting

interstage times and leads to more efficient signal-

control, particularly for complex junctions. OSCADY

PRO was developed using elemental models from three

existing programs . These are OSCADY Classic,[12]

SIGSIGN, and SafeNET. It thus implies that it can at

least perform all the core functions of these programs.

The algorithms of SIGSIGN have been adapted and

improved, for use in OSCADY PRO to generate stages

and sequences, along with the main signal optimiser

and queue and delay models. The delay is calculated

using the classic Webster two-term formula .[13]

However, the work originally based on stage-based

optimisation techniques , has been developed to[14]

provide phase-based maximisation of junction capacity

 and phase-based minimisation of junction delay .[15 ,16] [17]

The intermediate level urban signalised junction

accident prediction models  as used in the current[18 ,19]

version of SafeNET are used in OSCADY PRO.

In addition to being able to calculate the basic

traffic analysis indices -capacities, queue lengths and

delays (both queuing and geometric) for isolated, traffic

signal controlled junctions, OSCADY PRO can predict

accident indices at the junction. It is capable of

modelling both right-hand drive and left-hand drive

scenarios and it can model any junction that can be

defined by arms; traffic streams, lanes and phases,

provided the numbers do not exceed built-in limits.

Besides being used as fixed cycle times, the timings

obtained can also be used as the maximum in the VA

applications to a junction. Perhaps, the principal

advantage of OSCADY PRO is the ability to

automatically generate stages and stage sequence with

an input of only the minimum intergreen times of

conflicting phases. It calculates all possible optimal

stages and stage sequences. With these data, the

program produces sets of individual phase timings that

maximise capacity and/or minimise delay. This process

completely eliminates the input of stages and sequence

manually, as in the previous OSCADY editions. It also

identifies solutions that may be otherwise had been

overlooked but that give superior performance in terms

of capacity and delay. The benefits of these capabilities

are expected to be relatively significant and invaluable

at complex junctions.

The optimised signal timing obtained using

OSCADY PRO program is classified in terms of three

objectives which are defined below:

• Critical Cycle Time - is the minimum cycle time

that meets all safety criteria whilst optimising this

objective

• Practical Reserve Capacity-is the lowest reserve

capacity  for all streams

• Rate of delay- is the sum of each stream's rate of

delay

In other similar programs to OSCADY PRO like

LINSIG, it is common to only minimise the delay and

maximise the practical reserve capacity. However, an

option to minimise cycle time to produce a critical
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cycle time is undertaken in OSCADY PRO and is very

useful in determining the cycle time and the initial

settings for the critical junctions in a network under

linked fixed-time control. A typical example is for

providing an initial time setting if OSCADY is used in

conjunction with a network program such as TRANSYT

.[20]

In this study, OSCADY PRO has been used to

optimise the signal timings of four isolated junctions in

the UK . These timings have been compared with the[21]

optimal signal timings obtained using OSCADY

CLASSIC and the existing operating signal timing at

these junctions. By doing this, the advantages and

limitations in the capability of OSCADY PRO were

evaluated for attention of the developer and potential

user of the program.

MATERIAL AND METHOD

Preface: The city of Southampton has one of the

highest numbers of traffic signal control in the UK.

Often, motorist wonders about the efficacy of the

numerous stops through signal control at these

junctions. It is therefore desired to determine if the

settings of the signal timings at these junctions are

optimised for minimum delay or maximised capacity.

The evaluation of OSCADY PRO using some of these

junctions as case studies provides an opportunity to

answer some of these questions as well as appraising

OSCADY PRO capabilities. Four signalised junctions

in Southampton, with contrasting degree of conflict of

traffic were selected for modelling of the optimised

signal timings. These junctions are located at major

business areas in Southampton, and therefore any

reduction in travel times owing to relatively optimised

signal timing will have a positive impact on the city’s

economy. Although three of the junctions were isolated,

the fourth, though controlled by UTC, was still

considered so as to identify the abilities of OSCADY

PRO in fairly complex situations of conflicting traffic.

The junctions are

• Shirley/Paynes Road

• The Avenue/Burgess Road

• Portswood Road/St Deny’s Road

• Northam Road/Kingsway (6 Dials)

In all the junctions the minimum intergreen times

of conflicting phases have been calculated using the

method described in the Traffic Advisory leaflet 1/06

(DfT, 2006). The traffic signal drawing including the

operative signal timings have been provided by the

Traffic Signals Section of Southampton City Council

through the ROMANSE Office (Southampton City

Council, 1997, 2001a, 2001b, 2002).

Case Studies:

Case 1- Shirley Road/Paynes Road Junction -: This

junction is located in Shirley, a district on the western

side of Southampton City. Shirley is a mix of the large

suburban houses that can be found in "Upper Shirley"

and council houses, situated in the more southerly parts

of the district. It is the most important suburban

shopping area in the west of the city. The junction

diagram is shown in Figure 1 and the minimum

intergreen  time  of  conflicting phases is stated in

Table 1

Case 2 - The Avenue/Burgess Road Junction: The

junction is located just west of the University of

Southampton. The performance of this junction has an

overall impact on the general traffic in Southampton as

it is located in a corridor that links Southampton to the

motorway leading to London and the North in the north

and Bournemouth and Poole in the south. The

schematic of the junction is shown in Figure 2 while

the minimum intergreen conflict time - matrix of the

phases is summarised in Table 2.

Case 3 - Portswood Road/St Deny’s Road Junction:

This junction is located just south of the University of

Southampton main campus. Portswood Road is a

business beehive, containing many student bars as well

as takeaways and shops, a computer shop, a medical

centre low-cost housing for key workers, and a bus

station, which lies on a triangle between Belmont Road,

St. Denys Road and Portswood Road. The schematic of

the junction and the minimum intergreen conflict time -

matrix are shown in Figure 3 and Table 3 respectively.

Case 4 - Northam Road/ Kingsway Road Junction:

The junction is close to Northam, a suburb of

Southampton where Southampton Football Club is

located. The A33 passes the junction, leading to

Portswood in the north and Woolston in the south. The

A3024 also passes the junction and leads to Bitterne in

the east and the City Centre of Southampton in the

west. The performance of the traffic at the junction is

therefore very critical to the overall traffic performance

in Southampton. The junction has the most complex

conflicting phases of the case studies considered. The

junction diagram is shown in Figure 4 and the

minimum intergreen time matrix of conflicting phases

is tabulated in Table 4.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The optimised signal timings for various

performance parameters of traffic at the various study

junctions are shown in Tables 5-8. In the modelling, the

maximum cycle time was  set  at  120s  for  both  the
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A, B, C.... are phases while 1, 2...  are traffic streams.

Fig. 1: The Junction Diagram of Shirley Road/Paynes Road 

A, B, C.... are phases while 1, 2...  are traffic streams.

Fig. 2: The Junction Diagram for Avenue/Burgess Road

A, B, C.... are phases while 1, 2...  are traffic streams.

Fig. 3: The Junction Diagram for Portswood Road/St Deny's Road
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A, B, C.... are phases while 1, 2...  are traffic streams.

Fig. 4: The Junction Diagram for Northam Road/ Kingsway Road

Table 1: The M inimum Intergreen Time (s) M atrix for Shirley Road/Paynes Road Junction

To      

From A B C D E 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 A - 6 6 11 6

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 B 6 -  6  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 C 6  - 6  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 D 11 11 11 - 11

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  E 6   6 -

A, B, C.... are phases.

Table 2: The M inimum Intergreen Time (s) M atrix for Avenue/Burgess Road Junction

To

From  A B C D E F G H I 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 A -   7 7    6

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 B  -  7 7    7

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 C   - 7 7    7

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 D 7 7 7 - 7 7  7 7

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 E 7 7 7 7 -   6  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 F    7  - 6   

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 G      6 -   

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 H    11 13   -  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  I 13 13 13 13     -

A, B, C.... are phases.
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Table 3: The M inimum Intergreen Time (s) M atrix for Portswood Road/St Deny’s Road Junction

To         

From  A B C D E F G H 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A -    6 6   

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

B  -   6 6   

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

C   -  6  6  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

D    - 13 13   

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

E 6 7 8 7 - 6  7

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

F 7 6  6 6 -  6

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

G   8    -  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 H     6 6  -

A, B, C.... are phases.

Table 4: The M inimum Intergreen Time (s) M atrix for Northam Road / Kingsway Road Junction

To          

From  A B C D E F G H I 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 A -    3 3  3  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 B  - 8 7 3 5  5 6

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 C  3 -   4 6 4  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 D  4  - 8 4 7 7  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 E 8 7  7 - 7 5   

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 F 9 6 6 7 5 -  5 1

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 G   4 5 7  - 6 1

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 H 1 5 8 6  9 6 - 10

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  I  1    1 1 1 -

A, B, C.... are phases.

Table 5: Optimised Signal Timings for Shirley Road/Paynes Road Junction

Signal Timing Program Objective Cycle Time (s) Practical Reserve  Capacity (%) Rate of Delay (PCU) Degree of Saturation (%)

OSCADY PRO Critical cycle time 59 -2.55 21.72 92.36

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

OSCADY PRO M aximum PRC 120 38.70 15.25 64.89

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

OSCADY PRO M inimum delay 87 22.99 13.73 73.18

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

LINSIG (Used for the

 junction’s signal timing) M inimum delay 76 -1.07 23.61 84.80

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

OSCADY CLASSIC M aximum PRC 120 8.00 39.07 83.30

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

OSCADY CLASSIC M inimum delay 89 2.80 45.47 87.60

Table 6: Optimised signal timings for Avenue/Burgess Road Junction

Signal Timing Program Objective Cycle Time(s) Practical Reserve  Capacity (%) Rate of Delay (PCU) Degree of Saturation (%)

OSCADY PRO Critical cycle time 71 -0.07 43.42 90.06

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

OSCADY PRO M aximum PRC 120 13.33 42.35 79.42

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

OSCADY PRO M inimum delay 89 3.76 37.47 86.74

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

LINSIG (Used for the

 junction’s signal timing) M aximum PRC 120 -26.20 143.90 113.60

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

OSCADY CLASSIC M aximum PRC 120 -16.30 >200 107.50a

 – This time is also the optimised time.a
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Table 7: Optimised signal timings for Portswood Road/ St Deny’s Junction

Signal Timing Program Objective Cycle Time (s) Practical Reserve  Capacity (%) Rate of Delay (PCU) Degree of  Saturation (% )

OSCADY PRO Critical cycle time 66 -0.90 23.81 90.64

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

OSCADY PRO M aximum PRC 120 13.55 21.26 68.95

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

OSCADY PRO M inimum delay 86 8.60 18.73 80.90

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

LINSIG (Used for the

junction’s signal timing) M aximum PRC 120 0.00 35.20 90.00

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

OSCADY CLASSIC M aximum PRC 120 30.40 25.64 69.00

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

OSCADY CLASSIC M inimum delay 69.9 10.60 23.07 81.40

Table 8: Optimised signal timings for Northam Road/ Kingsway Junction

Signal Timing Program Objective Cycle Time (s) Practical Reserve Capacity (%) Rate of Delay (PCU) Degree of Saturation (%)

OSCADY PRO Critical cycle time 51 -7.13 34.3 98.64

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

OSCADY PRO M aximum PRC 120 33.24 33.44 68.95

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

OSCADY PRO M inimum delay 64 7.07 25.32 80.90

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

OSCADY CLASSIC M aximum PRC 120 24.8 40.66 81.5

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

OSCADY CLASSIC M inimum delay 64 10.4 29.94 81.4

OSCADY PRO and OSCADY CLASSIC as this is the

norm in the UK. The operating signal timing at

Northam Road/ Kingsway Junction is controlled by the

Urban Traffic Control and therefore the comparison of

traffic objectives was done only for the OSCADY

programs. In OSCADY CLASSIC, both the green split

and cycle had been optimised simultaneously to obtain

the time which minimises delay if the optimised time is

less than 120s, and optimise capacity if at 120s. Aside

from Avenue/Burgess road junction, all the timings

using OSCADY CLASSIC minimised delay, however,

the operating timings at the site only minimised delay

at Shirley Road/Paynes road junction.

For each of the traffic objective at the junctions,

the majority of signal timing using OSCADY PRO

appears to achieve better results in the quantification of

the parameter that is being used as a performance

index. Furthermore, the indices of the secondary

parameters to the objective obtained using OSCADY

PRO are considerably better than those obtained using

the other programs. In some cases the indices of

secondary parameters using OSCADY PRO are much

better than the optimised result using OSCADY

CLASSIC and the LINSIG, which was used for the

timings at the site. For instance, the PRC for

Avenue/Burgess road junction obtained using the

optimised signal timing for maximising the rate of delay

by OSCADY PRO is much greater than the maximised

PRC for the junction using OSCADY CLASSIC and

the LINSIG. Therefore, the application of this signal

timing for the junction will both minimise the delay and

maximise the reserve capacity when compared to the

output of the other programs. Conversely, the usage of

the signal timing optimised for maximising PRC for

Shirley Road/Paynes road junction using OSCADY

PRO will also minimise delay if compared to the

optimised characteristics calculated using the other two

programs. 

The degree of saturation, which is ratio of flow to

capacity (RFC) is summarised in Tables 5-8. Although

the practical maximum RFC is normally assumed to be

0.85, oversaturation occurs at a RFC greater than 1.0.

It could be seen that the majority of the RFC for the

signal timings calculated using OSCADY PRO with the

objective of minimising delay and maximising capacity

are unsaturated and well within the acceptable RFC.

This was however not true for signal timings of

OSCADY CLASSIC and LINSIG for Avenue/Burgess

road junction owing to oversaturation of traffic as also

collaborated by the negative practical reserve capacity

for these timings. The RFCs obtained using OSCADY

PRO for critical cycle times are greater than 0.85 but

are still under-saturated. It should be noted that the

critical cycle time is mostly useful as the base cycle

time to be input in the network analysis if a coordinated

approach is undertaken for signal programming in the

corridor or area containing the junction. As such, it is

only a preliminary minimum cycle time that satisfies all

the safety criteria rather than the final signal timing for

a junction operated as part of network of traffic . It is

often argued that is it difficult to specify an acceptable

maximum RFC as the effects of the degree of saturation

of the traffic depends on the volume of traffic at the

junction. The RFC is highest during the peak period but

can also rise and fall sharply during these times

depending on the flow. A RFC of 0.75 at a junction
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with persistent high flow can have an adverse effect

than a RFC of 0.98 with slow traffic flow at the

junction. In essence, the performance of a junction may

be better assessed with the total delay or rate of delay.

Often, the traffic parameter whose performance

needs to be optimised at the junction is determined or

chosen by the operating traffic engineer based on his

experience and the overall objective of the governing

city or district council. The results of the optimisation

also depend on the technical acumen of the traffic

modeller as the initial choice and conditions associated

with stages and phases will influence the optimisation

process. It can thus be argued that since not all the

signal timings using the different programs for the

junctions are undertaken by the same person that there

may be unfair comparison of these programs.  However,

since the two of the three signal modelling programs

were used by the same person and the third (LINSIG)

was used by a professional modeller to produce the

signal timings for the Southampton City Council, there

is justification for fair comparison.

Although the conflicts of flow at the selected

junctions are not extremely complex, the benefit of

using OSCADY PRO in comparison to OSCADY

CLASSIC and LINSIG has been observed. The ability

of OSCADY PRO to automatically identify solutions

that will give optimum results, some of which might be

overlooked through manual stage selection, means that

the resultant performance indices of traffic will at least

be as good as those determined using manual selection

of stage sequences. This is usually employed through an

effective minimising of the intergreens between

conflicting traffic phases, which is usually indicated

through phase gains and phase delays in the output.

Aside from the result of the signal timings, there

were some observations in the use of the program. The

indicative arrow phase (opposed stream) for right

turners neither appears with its associated phase nor the

phase of the opposing stream at all the junctions that

have indicative arrow phase. The actual timings are

determined by the optimiser and thus probably indicate

that the stream can run in the gap-accepting mode at

these periods owing to the low traffic demand on the

opposed stream, which can be accommodated on the

opposing stream following the initial dispersal of its

queue and the clearance of the last vehicle on the

queue. The user guide suggests that in order to force

the indicative arrow, a manual addition of a stage with

a non-zero minimum green with the indicative arrow

phase green and the opposing phase red should be

undertaken. Even with this, it was not possible for the

forced stages to appear in the solution, especially for

the Shirley Road/Paynes road Junction. The feasible

solution used in the study was to model the indicative

arrow phase as a traffic phase in another stage with its

associated phase but without the opposing phase.

Although the user guide stated that the indicative arrow

duration will be zero if the inputted intergreen from

opposing is less than the unopposed displacement or if

the intergreen to opposing values is greater than the

duration of the opposed stream's exclusive period, but

these appeared not to be the case in the modelling.

The OSCADY PRO signal optimiser was unable to

find acceptable optimised cycle timings when two

opposed arms are right turners, as in the case of Shirley

Road/Paynes Rd junction. This was also found to be the

same for the OSCADY CLASSIC modelling. Therefore,

two options were adopted for modelling: (a) the two

opposing phases were put in different stages; (b) the

demand on the turnings were considered to be dispersed

through gap acceptance on the opposing stream owing

to the small proportion of the right turners compared to

the main straight streams. The latter was considered as

realistic from the site survey of traffic at the junction

for a period of two weeks. In LINSIG version 2,

however, modelling facilities for right turners have been

tremendously improved on, as well as the ability to

model small network. With the capability of the

OSCADY PRO optimiser, these attributes could easily

be added on to it.

It was found out that phase delays could not be

stipulated or modified as it is only calculated internally

by the optimiser thus limiting the flexibility in the

modelling of the traffic signals to site conditions and

operational objectives.  

Conclusion: This study affirms the superiority of a

phase-based model, OSCADY PRO over a stage-based

model, OSCADY CLASSIC as seen in the difference in

the optimised signal timings obtained using four

isolated signalised junctions in Southampton.

Furthermore, the signal timings obtained using

OSCADY PRO appears to be better optimised than the

existing signal timings modelled with LINSIG at the

junctions.  Among the factors influencing the degree of

effective optimisation of the timings are the appropriate

selection of phase sequences and the extent to which

phase delays and gains are utilised, however with a

consideration to the intergreen times between the

conflicting phases.

The optimised signal timings derived by OSCADY
PRO in terms of three objectives, critical cycle time,

practical reserve capacity, and rate of delay enable a
variety of optimisation options to be considered by the

traffic engineers in preliminary studies or alternative
plans of an existing signalised junction. The ability to

automatically generate all feasible stages and stage
sequences without any human error appears to be its

main advantage over its main rival in the UK software
market, LINSIG. The inability to stipulate or modify the
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phase delays appears to be a restraint to the versatility

of the program. Furthermore, signal timings for opposed
right turners may not be optimised except being put to

different stages.
If the minor limitations observed in this study are

corrected, there is no doubt that OSCADY PRO can
compete favourably with any other program used for

optimal signal timing for isolated junctions and as
import into the established network programs like

TRANSYT.
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